Americans are Making a Difference
Here’s How You Can Help Defend American Sovereignty

May 7, 2023
Newsletter

Dear Fellow Friend of Freedom:

In less than a month, thousands of concerned citizens have completed 261,000 actions. They have signed “The American Sovereignty Declaration,” sent Congress almost 175,000 emails, and made over 70,000 calls to demand that Congress get the United States out of the World Health Organization (W.H.O.) before it becomes empowered to dictate our response to the next public health emergency, and so much more! You are making a difference, and members of Congress are getting an education from We the People.

It’s a very good start, but it’s not enough. America’s sovereignty is at risk. We need many more Americans to help us tell Congress that America must #ExitTheWHO.

If you haven’t already, we invite you to join thousands of other citizens in signing “The American Sovereignty Declaration” at Sovereignty Coalition.org.

What else can you do to help prevent the W.H.O.’s impending tyranny?

1) Submit a Public Comment to HHS
Submit your public comments to the Department of Health and Human Services Office of Global Affairs by this coming Wednesday, May 10, 2023, in advance of the 76th World Health Assembly. You can do that in under two minutes by taking action here.

2) Use our Social Media Toolkit
Follow us on Twitter @SovCoalition. We’ve also put together a social media Toolkit with great memes, short videos, sample Tweets, articles, and other tools you can use in many ways to inform your friends and spread the word.

(more)
May is the Month to #ExitTheWHO

The 76th annual World Health Assembly meets this month in Geneva, Switzerland from 21 - 30 of May, 2023. They are formalizing agreements that would transform the World Health Organization with new authorities and resources to mandate and enforce the response of nations to public health emergencies of international concern — present or potential. While these agreements in their entirety are scheduled for a final vote in 2024, it is possible that oppressive sections of them could be adopted at the W.H.A. later this month which could begin to be “provisionally implemented” this year.

If you thought it was bad when the W.H.O. was simply an advisory panel giving recommendations, it will be much worse when they’ve got the power to impose mandates on member nations.

These new authorities would include the power to mandate vaccines, lockdowns, and quarantines, and to enact centralized, global surveillance and tracking through new technologies and digital IDs. The W.H.O. will also determine who and what should be censored and canceled.

What is being considered by the W.H.O. will steal America’s freedom and put unelected, unaccountable, likely-compromised bureaucrats in charge of health decisions for you and your family.

The U.S. Senate has already voted not to do its job by declining to review any new pandemic agreements approved at the W.H.O.

Is this good for America? Certainly not. It is time for America to #ExitTheWHO. Let’s turn up the heat. Join us at SovereigntyCoalition.org where we make it easy to bring others on board. We’ve got to make it known to Congress that they need to do their job, fulfill their oaths, and protect America. Congress must get us out of the W.H.O. now!

It’s going to take all of us working together to change the current course.

Thanks for doing your part!

Thanks again, let’s roll!
The Sovereignty Coalition
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